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Matt Brandon is a fantastic example of what a family
lawyer should be. Along with his thorough knowledge
of the law, you will ﬁnd a man with great integrity, who
listens to the areas of concern and provides clear,
concise and honest answers to your questions. We felt
supported and well aware of the overall plan and
direction of the case throughout. When we ended up
in court, Matt proved to be well prepared and skillful in
his approach. He drilled to the heart of the matter
succinctly and his detailed preparation allowed him to
both present his argument and counter opposing
counsel's arguments with apparent ease.

We highly recommend Lawyer Matthew Brandon for
ANY family law matter. Matthew Brandon has proven
himself to be one extraordinary lawyer. Very
knowledgeable, very professional and his great
guidance never failed us.
Unfortunately we can only go as high as 5 stars;
otherwise we would have rated Matt a solid 10.
Do not hesitate to contact Matthew Brandon for any
family law matters.
A good lawyer is all it takes.

Overall, Matt is simply a great guy, who can sit back
and crack a joke and make you feel comfortable while
you discuss a very diﬃcult time in your life. He is fair
and very reasonable in his billing and delivers on his
commitments. You won’t go wrong by choosing Matt
to represent you.
Thank you so much Matt for your dedication to our
case.

Dave Dias
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Great team at Fleetwood Family Law, Matthew is
extremely knowledgeable, experienced and easy to
deal with...to the point! They were able to facilitate my
busy schedule with a Saturday visit. Frankie has been
great managing the case ﬁles, the communication is
very good letting me focus on what I need to worry
free. Can not say enough, thank you Fleetwood Family
Law!

When you need a lawyer you are generally not in the
happiest of places in life, but we were blown away by
the kindness of the staff in this oﬃce! Matt Brandon
went above and beyond for us in our custody battle
and helped us with empathy and great
professionalism. When he was unavailable, Yaro
Garulko was ready to step in with the same level of
dedication. The oﬃce staff made us feel welcome and
helped us during some of the most stressful times in
our lives.
I would recommend Fleetwood Family Law to anyone
who needs a lawyer that isn't trying to make money off
your hard times, but is honest with you, trying to save
you money and treats you with respect and honesty.
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If you want lawyers that will take the time and effort
along with professionalism to your case I highly
recommend Fleetwood family law. I felt conﬁdent and
put into good hands as time progressed with my case.
It’s always overwhelming when dealing with family law
matters. Not only did I get the best possible outcome
for myself and child. I also got the courage and
strength to stand up for what’s right and I had great
support from Hamir and Matthew. Hamir Randhawa
was superb! in court and I was very impressed by the
hard work and dedication to my case from both Hamir
and Matthew. Thank you so much for everything!

I have to start off by saying the value is amazing. I
can't speak for all the lawyers but personally my lawyer
is amazingly
knowledgeable, I can't believe his hourly rate is so low. I
looked around for approximately 3 weeks before
choosing this ﬁrm to represent me. I did a lot of
consultations and research but upon meeting my
lawyer I realized he was the right one. I'll save anyone a
lot of time right now and let them know we are about
halfway into a really complicated custody case and I
still believe he is the right choice. As of right now I
have nothing but faith in him. Also the owner of the
company seems to care a lot about his clients and the
integrity of his business which I feel is a huge reason
why his company seems to be so successful and has
great representation to provide for his clients. Last but
deﬁnitely not least is Nikki is amazing she to me
seems to be the glue and the backbone of Fleetwood
family law. She's a hero you guys better keep her lol.
Thanks for all your work Yaro
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Could not thank Hamir, Mat and team enough for
helping me get out of a really sticky situation with my
Ex... had too many sleepless nights and as soon as i
found them, they immediately assessed the situation
and Hamir helped me get around this dilemma... and
the best part was not talking to my ex,Hamir did all the
talking on my behalf... because my ex drives me
insane!!! Highly recommend their service.

Mr. Brandon runs a knowledgeable, honest, and
eﬃcient legal ﬁrm. If you want help with your diﬃcult
family problems from knowledgeable and reasonable
legal professionals: bring them here.

Angela Kirby
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If you want to hire a ﬁrm that will stand up for truth and
Justice, you will want to hire Fleetwood Family Law.
They were thorough and compassionate through my
arduous 3 year separation. With their dedicated
teamwork, kindness, and professional representation,
Fleetwood family law successfully brought Justice to
my children and I against unique circumstances and
diﬃcult party. I would recommend Fleetwood Family
Law to anyone I know with my sincerest gratitude of
personal experience.

Call Us Now
(604) 575-1333

I highly recommend Matthew Brandon. He provided me
with excellent counsel and support. Importantly, Matt
is a strategic thinker who will work with you to achieve
the best outcome in tough family law situations. If
you're looking for the highest caliber family lawyer, in
the lower mainland your search is over.

Location
15957 84 Ave Suite #306, Surrey, BC V4N 0W7

Email
support@partopia.ca

